A  Peter Kiewit Institute (PKI)
B  Mammel Hall (MH)
C  Scott Residence Hall (SRH)
D  Scott Conference Center (SCC)
E  Scott Village (SV)
F  Scott Court (SC)
G  Scott Technology Center (STC)
H  Pacific Street Garage (PSG)
I  Parking Services (PS)
J  Newman Center (NC)
K  Maverick Landing/Scott Crossing

**Scott Campus Transportation/Shuttle Map**

- **Newman Center/Dodge Campus Shuttle**
- **Dodge/Scott/Center Campus Shuttle**
- **Scott Resident Express Shuttle**
- **Pacific St. Garage/Library Shuttle**
- **Mammel/Library Shuttle**
- **Metro Bus Route (11)**

**Directions**
- **To Dodge Campus (0.75 miles):** 18 min walk | 5 min bike
- **To Center Campus (0.70 miles):** 14 min walk | 5 min bike

**Contact**
- 402.554.2800 | unomaha.edu
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B Center Dome

METRO BUS ROUTE (15)

DODGE/SCOTT/CENTER CAMPUS SHUTTLE
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TO 72ND STREET AND DODGE CAMPUS

TO SCOTT CAMPUS (0.70 MILES)
14 MIN WALK | 5 MIN BIKE

CENTER CAMPUS TRANSPORTATION/SHUTTLE MAP
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THIS IS A SMOKE- AND TOBACCO-FREE CAMPUS AS OF 8/22/16